AMERICAN RIVER COLLEGE MUSIC DEPARTMENT
APPLIED MUSIC - TECHNICAL STUDIES REQUIREMENTS

COMPOSITION MAJORS

MUIVI 420
Ten page notebook
One piece for solo instrument voice
One duet
Exercise in tonal harmonization of a melody
Exercise in melodicization of a tonal harmonic progression

MUIVI 421
Ten page notebook
One duet
One trio
Exercise in chromatic harmonization of a melody
Exercise in melodicization of a chromatic harmonic progression

MUIVI 422
Ten page notebook
One trio
One quartet
Exercise in dodecaphony
Exercise in musical setting of a poem

MUIVI 423
Ten page notebook
One percussion piece
One chorale piece
Exercise in minimalism
Exercise in musical setting of a poem

MUIVI 425
One Blues
One Reharmonized Blues
One Contrafact
One Reharmonized Contrafact
One Composite Contrafact
One Modal tune

MUIVI 426
Melody Driven Progression
One Harmony Driven Melody
One Modal Hybrid
One musical setting of a painting
On arrangement for three horns